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Coach Personal Skills

Lebanon CT Little League coaches must be leaders.  They hold a position of trust and 
responsibility in a program that deals with a sensitive and formative period of a child’s 
development.   Coaches should be able to inspire respect and above all, understand that they 
are helping to shape the physical, mental, and emotional development of young people…all 
while teaching the enjoyment of participating in America’s greatest pastime. 

We thank those of you who are willing to use such strengths to take on this vital role in our 
program.  Little League can only continue to flourish with your help.

1. Be positive 
2. Build self esteem 
3. Provide all players with the opportunity to learn and play 
4. Make every player feel an important part of the team 
5. Set clear expectations and goals 
6. Be fair to all players
7. Teach good sportsmanship – Be a good role model 
8. Communicate clearly with players and parents

Coach Selection 

We aim to honor past service volunteered to our players and league that has been beneficial 
and reflects our philosophy.  However, past service does not guarantee a coaching position for 
the current year.

1. Apply to be a coach or assistant coach by completing mandatory volunteer 
application and submitting it to Coach Coordinator or other board member as early as 
possible.  Online registration submits automatically and is encouraged.  Volunteer 
Applications can be downloaded from our website or from: 
http://www.littleleague.org/Assets/forms_pubs/VolunteerApp2012.pdf
2. All Head coach nominees choose their assistant.  If head coach nominee does not 
have an assistant coach in mind, the Board can suggest a few options.
3. Head coaches nominees are presented to LCLL Executive Board members by the 
Coaching Coordinator for approval process or appointment at his or her discretion.
4. The head coach will be able to pick his/her assistant coach and present that ideally 
before the player evaluations are held.  Coaches may only have one assistant chosen 
prior to the draft.  Once the teams are selected, it is recommended you try to get other 
parents to help.
5. Executive board of directors meeting is held to discuss applications and/or 
appointments and make recommendation to board of directors.  This is not a public 
meeting.
6. Background checks must be completed and approved before final appointment. 
Anyone that is going to work on a regular basis with the children must have a 
background check completed.
7. Coaches will be notified after the approval process.
8. As indicated in the Little League International Operations Manual, the president 
and/or LCLL board of directors do not provide reasons to a person if he or she is not 
appointed or re-appointed as a manager, coach, or assistant coach for the coming 
season.  No manager, coach, or assistant coach has tenure regardless of years of service.
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Training

1. At least one of the coaches from EVERY team needs to attend MANDATORY Coaches 
training each year.  We could lose our charter if we are not in compliance with Little League 
International requirements.

2. LCLL incurs the cost of the training we provide.
3. Training typically occurs in early to mid-March.
4. Time and dates TBD.
5. First Aid Training is also a requirement.  One coach from each team must attend this training; 

it is recommended that both coaches make this training.  Cost is again incurred by LCLL. 
Usually this is held by the end of March, but must be done before any practices can start.  If 
you already have certification, attendance is not required, but suggested.

Player Evaluations

1. All players from Instructional League to Major League are evaluated each year so that we 
may form balanced teams during the draft process.  T-ball players are not evaluated.

2. Coaches and assistant coaches should attend evaluations for their division to rate players in 
various areas.

3. Coaches are given forms with player names and/or numbers for ranking purposes.
4. Evaluations last for about an hour and are fairly fast paced.  They are run by our player 

agents and division coordinators.  
5. Copies of your evaluations should be given to Player Agent.
6. Draft for team formation will be set up as soon as possible following evaluation.  If possible the 

draft should be the evening of the evaluations.

Team Formations

All teams, except T-ball, are formed by draft run by Player Agents using LCLL Bylaw.
The intent of the Board is to provide an inclusive environment and to equalize teams yearly to the 
extent possible and reasonable.  Coaches and assistant coaches will be selected prior to the 
draft.  Each draft shall proceed in the following manner:

1. During the draft only the Head Coaches and Player Agent will be involved.  All others, 
including Assistant Coaches/children are not allowed to attend.
2. Each roster shall begin with the child of the Coach and Assistant Coach. 
3. Each team shall be able to retain one player from the previous year’s roster that is not 
a Coach or Assistant Coach’s child.  It will not be mandatory that a player be retained.  In 
the event of a league expansion of teams within a division, all players are released for 
draft.  
4. The Coaches of the appropriate division, along with the Player Agent, shall then rate 
the talent level of each team.
5. The teams will be drafted in reverse order, with the strongest roster selecting last.
6. If the Player Agent feels that this would still result in an unequal talent distribution, 
he/she may grant extra first round selections to any team, in order to better balance the 
teams.  Should such a selection(s) be granted, the Player Agent shall ensure that the draft 
order will be altered at some point in order to provide as equal a numerical distribution of 
the talent pool as possible. (Such additional selections should only be awarded in the 
case of a clear and obvious talent discrepancy) 
7. If a player is entering a draft with a sibling already on a team, that sibling will be 
placed upon the same team (unless otherwise requested); the Player Agent will 
determine what round draft pick that player shall be equivalent to.  
8. In the interest of fairness, the Player Agent has the final determination in all issues, 
including but not limited to voiding a draft pick.
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Rosters

1. Following the draft, rosters should be compiled for teams.
2. Each coach will be given player name and important contact and medical information.
3. Coaches contact players within 3 days of final draft to inform player and family of team.
4. Coaches may choose to develop introductory letter explaining philosophy and expectations 

of players to send to parents.  
5. Official rosters need to be sent on to Little League International.  Inform Division coordinator 

and player agent of any changes that occur.

Uniforms

1. We order uniforms as soon as teams are formed.  This is why it is important to register your 
child on time.

2. Uniform coordinator will determine best way for you to get the uniforms for your team; we aim 
to make it convenient for you.

3. Sponsored teams have business name on back.  Respectfully, use that name before team 
name.  Ex:  SMITH BROTHERS RED SOX.  Businesses that sponsor us deserve recognition even 
though their purpose in supporting us is simple generosity.

4. T-ball teams get hat and jersey.  Coaches get hat and coach shirt.
5. Instructional, Minor, and Major teams get numbered jersey, hat, and pants.  Coaches get hat 

and coaches shirt.
6. Regular season uniforms are the athletes to keep.

Schedules

1. League scheduler develops Practice and Game schedules.  
2. T-ball coordinator schedules T-ball practices/scrimmages from 9-11 every Saturday.   
3. 7/8 Instructional league has practice one day per week (usually Thursday except for middle 

of May during Nature’s classroom where day will be switched with other division) and one 
game per week on Saturday, usually 11-1 at home, other times if away.

4. 9/10 holds two games per week with one practice once season gets underway.  
5. 11/12 holds two games per week with one practice once season get underway.
6. Minor and Major divisions must hold 12 regular season games to be eligible for tournament 

play.  
7. Scheduling 20 teams for practices and games with other towns are difficult tasks.  Great 

consideration is taken into account regarding equity, home vs. away, Field 1 vs. Field 2 
scheduling, school events, lack of field space, etc.   Rescheduling rainouts is also necessary 
as the season progresses.

8. If enough coaches can practice right after school, this benefits our league as field time from 
5 o’clock on is premium and has to be shared.   Let the League Scheduler know if this is a 
possibility.  We look to have equal practices for all teams and if enough coaches can do 
after school practices the Scheduler will schedule practices so ALL teams in the 9/10 & 11/12 
age bracket can have a field to themselves.

9. Adjustments to the schedule for personal reasons have limitations.  If you cannot make your 
game, please put your assistant in charge of running the game.  Remember, any adult 
having continuous contact with players needs to have a background check.  Inform the 
volunteer to submit application to league if you have additions.  IF it is absolutely necessary, 
you may have another coach your team.  This MUST be approved by the LCLL president.

10. Switching your game or practice without proper notification is NOT acceptable and is in 
violation of league policy.  Please do not run a practice unless you are scheduled for that 
time and place.

11. Only approved locations are acceptable for practice or games.  If this is not followed it is 
considered a violation of LCLL policy.
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12. If in advance, you know that you may not have enough players to field a team, please 
contact player agent for player pool so that you can field a team as opposed to forfeiting a 
scheduled game.

Team Volunteers

1. Team Parents, Pitch Counters, and Scorekeepers are essential volunteers that make your job 
easier.  Recruit parents early on.  Division coordinators may be able to provide you with 
recommendations based on registration data.

2. Team Parents assist with communication of the details of league happenings, fundraisers, 
recruiting parents to volunteer, etc.

3. Pitch Counters are necessary for every game.  They should be aware of the limitations of age 
groups and be prepared to notify you in advance of a pitcher reaching those limitations. 
Pitch Counters are not to take the field as a “coach.”  Home Team is official Pitch Counter. 
The pitch counting form must be signed by both coaches and the umpire.  The form can be 
submitted weekly at the concession stand.  There is a form at the end of this handbook.  You 
can also download the form from the LCLL website.

4. Scorekeepers are necessary for every game.  Their role is vital in keeping accurate records of 
games and statistics on players.  Scorekeepers are not to take the field as a “coach.”  They 
will need to be able to communicate with officials and scorekeeper on opposing team. 
Home team holds official scorebook.

Rules and Rulebook

You should be provided with an Official Little League Rulebook at beginning of season.  If you did 
not get one, LET US KNOW!

1. The order of rules is as follows:  LLI Rulebook, LCLL Constitution/Bylaws, Coaches HB 
and Ground Rules.
2. Know the Little League rules within the annual baseball or softball handbook, 
especially if you are a minor league or major league coach.
3. Be aware of any rule changes that are sent from Little League.
4. Pay special attention to the approved bat list.  You could be ejected from game if 
one of your athletes is found to have a bat that is not in compliance.
5. Ground Rules for games will be set prior to the start of the season at a meeting to be 
determined.  These rules must be followed the entire season and NOT to be changed for 
any reason.
6. T-ball and Instructional league will determine ground rules in beginning of 
season/game.
a. Instructional League examples:

i. 5-6 strikes (consider this limit; 7-10 is probably too many)
ii. Both teams bat around; clear the bases after three outs
iii. No advancing bases on passed balls
iv. No stealing
v. Use soft core ball
vi. Coach pitch (start developing pitchers AND catchers at this age, however)
vii. By the end of the season, especially with in-town games, it is recommended 

that the players become familiar with a regulation game.  Last game or two, 
play three strikes and three outs.  We discuss this as the season progresses.
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Equipment

1. LCLL Equipment Manager is the person that releases equipment to you.  You will need to sign 
off on equipment assigned to your team.

2. All special requests and additional needs should be given to LCLL Equipment Manager.
3. In late March, all equipment will be given to Instructional, Minor, and Major Coaches.  You will 

be notified about time and place of distribution.
4. In mid-April, equipment will be given to T-ball coaches.
5. If equipment becomes faulty, lost, or if you need additional equipment, contact equipment 

manager so that we can get what you need.   We evaluate our equipment, but sometimes 
we may miss something.  Please inform us as soon as possible if you have concerns.  This 
includes parental concerns regarding equipment that are brought to your attention.  

6. Please demand that your players NOT throw helmets on ground, across dugout, or any other 
action that may cause unnecessary wear and tear on our equipment. 

7. This is one of our biggest expenses.  We need to take care of the equipment so we can 
maximize its use.  

8. Handling of bats by players in dugout or outside the fence is prohibited.  Enforce this 
necessary safety rule.  NO ON DECK BATTERS.

Injuries

All injuries requiring medical attention need to be reported to the league president ASAP.

An accident report needs to be filled out immediately following the incident.  Please do this while 
the event is fresh in your head.  The form is available on our website.  Please print a couple of 
copies and keep with you at all times.  

Keep the filled out and signed Medical Release forms with you at all times.  If emergency care is 
needed and the parent is not available, they will need this form before the medical staff can 
perform any necessary treatments.  The form is available on our website and needs to be filled 
out by all parents preferably before practices start.

Annual Field Preparation

Unfortunately, the Town of Lebanon does not use town maintenance employees to upkeep our 
fields at Aspinall.  They do not remove rubbish from the fields as most other towns do.  Each 
spring, a few board members and hopefully some other volunteers get our fields ready for play. 
This is often at least one or two full days of hard work.  We appreciate all the help we can get 
because the alternative is that it doesn’t get done and our fields are either not ready or unsafe…
which means we don’t play.

Please be ready to assist with this endeavor any way you can.  You might need to bring some 
basic gardening tools with you, i.e. rakes, shovel and etc.  The more people we have the quicker 
it gets done, so bring the family!

Daily Field Preparation

During the regular season, the following must be done on a daily basis by all teams.  Failure to 
help out with theses necessary duties is considered a violation of LCLL policy and may result in 
disciplinary action:

1. Rake each field after each game or practice.  If we all commit to field maintenance, 
the fields stay in better shape! Rakes, drags, and other equipment should be stored in 
shed.
2. Get your athletes to help with this.  Make it an assignment weekly/daily to players. 
Have competitions during practice to determine who has to help clean-up.
3. Adults only rake the 1st and 3rd baseline.  Rake towards the bases NOT side to side.
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4. Fill in and tamp all holes at the pitcher’s mound and at home plate.  Failure to do this 
causes puddles to build up making it harder to prep for games/practices after a rain.
5. What your team brings in, your team should bring out.  This includes garbage into the 
dugout.  The Town of Lebanon has left a dumpster on premises to make it a little easier for 
teams to clean up after themselves.  
6. When out of town teams are visiting, it is the Lebanon team responsibility to make sure 
both dugouts are cleaned up and trash removed.  This has been a problem in the past 
and the Concession Stand ends up cleaning up after everyone.  This should not happen. 
Please assist in emptying the trash at the pavilion too.

Opening Day

1. Plan on being at Aspinall Field with your team at 10:00 to participate in opening ceremonies. 
You should take the field in designated areas TBD in an organized fashion.

2. Typical components of our opening day include reciting of Little League Pledge and singing 
of National Anthem by selected player guests of honor.   Requests are accepted…just let us 
know in advance.

3. Lebanon Recreation honors the recipient of the John Okonuk Award.  Mr. Okonuk was a 
lifelong resident of Lebanon who saw MLB Minor League time and LOVED his community and 
LOVED the game.  He gave so much including the opportunity to play on Aspinall Field, as he 
was integral in moving that recreational project forward in the seventies.   LCLL hopes to 
continue his legacy with helping to expand our facilities at Tyler Field.

4. You will be introduced to the LCLL Board of Directors and Chairpersons…the people who 
make it happen both behind the scenes and at the forefront.  

5. Typical ceremony lasts 20-30 short minutes…but important minutes.  Thank you in advance for 
coming and for encouraging your players and parents attend.

Photo Day

1. Schedule for teams will come at season beginning.  Time and date to be announced.
2. We aim to schedule the most convenient time for your team.
3. All team MUST be photographed by Photography Company, especially sponsored 
teams.  
4. Photo distribution will be handled by Photography Company.

Memorial Day Parade

1. Teams meet at St. Francis of Assisi Church generally around 9:30.
2. Line up at designated area.
3. Coaches and parent volunteers march with team keeping them orderly and safe.
4. No throwing of candy is allowed.
5. If an Ambulance needs to pass, move players off to the right side of the road.  
6. Plan a meeting place for parents to pick up kids.  Keep in mind, if you plan to meet 
back at church…it is another long walk.  Many choose to meet at town hall yard.
7. T-ball and Instructional league is not scheduled for that day.
8. Minor and Major games will try to be scheduled for after the parade.
9. Some players are involved with other organizations that require/need attendance. 
We don’t require it; it is just an exciting time for the kids and parents to see their kids march.

Player Inning Requirements

Remember all these athletes pay the same amount.  The Board believes that coaches should be 
doing their best to keep the playing time as equitable as possible during the regular season.  We 
feel that each player should be given the opportunity to play and practice each position, 
especially in the lower levels (Minors, Instructional and T-ball).  At the Majors level, you might 
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begin to “specialize” more at positions for each player especially towards the end of the season. 
Safety is always the priority!

With that being said, we also recognize that there are several considerations that go into your 
decisions as to where a child plays and how many innings a child plays.  The Board does not feel 
that players should be getting just the minimum amount of innings.  They should be getting 
somewhat equal playing time.  Each child should have equal chances to be a “starter”.  That is a 
big deal to many of these kids.

Umpires

The LCLL Scheduler will coordinate with Russ Scott (Umpire in Chief) to schedule umpires for all of 
our minor league and major league baseball games.   All other divisions do not require an 
umpire.  Mark Pater will coordinate the softball umpires.  If games are postponed, cancelled, 
rescheduled by us rather than them, the umpire in chief needs to know about it.  

1. Please be respectful of the umpire’s authority over our games.  We have received 
many compliments over the past couple of years regarding our ability to remain cool 
even when we completely, but respectfully disagree with a call.   Our players watch our 
every move and learn from example.   
2. Umpires will sign in for home games in Lebanon.  At Aspinall Field, the sign in sheet will 
be located in the concession stand.

Pitch Count

It is not the Boards intention to regulate the Pitch Count stricter than what Little League already 
mandates.  Each athlete is different and some might be capable of handling the maximum pitch 
count early in the season.  But for the safety and health of the athlete, we believe that each 
coach should consider having a progressive pitch count.  As a guideline please consider these 
limits:

1st and 2nd game pitching – 55 pitches (minors) 65 pitches (majors)
3rd and 4th game pitching – 65 pitches (minors) 75 pitches (majors)
5rd game pitching – full pitch count

The Board is making it mandatory to fill out pitch count forms after each game, home and away. 
This form must be signed by the opposing coach and umpire.  Signature must be in pen please. 
The forms can be handed in weekly at the concession stand.  A parent can be the pitch counter. 
Make sure they know the rules for pitch counts.

Team Statistical Responsibilities

Report all scores to the LCLL Information Officer.
Team Statistics need to be kept and submitted to the website for viewing.

Standard Batting Stats:
Hits (1B, 2B, 3B, HR’s) Walks
Runs RBI’s
Average OBP
Stolen Bases

Standard Pitching Stats:
Innings Pitched ERA
Hits Walks
Strike Outs

It is highly recommended that individual statistics are kept.  Have your scorekeeper do the stats 
every three games.  This will help show your players improvement.  It will help you look for area’s 
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that need improvement.  It will also help with All-Star selection.  We do not recommend sharing 
individual stats with the entire team.  You should share them with the individual.

Player and Parent Issues

1. If issue arises with player or parent, and you cannot remedy the issue, consult with division 
coordinator.  Seek assistance from available board member for any confrontation.

2. If parent is not satisfied with your remedy, direct them to the Complaint Policy/Procedure 
available in the Parent Handbook.

3. If an issue arises that needs to be addressed and is not covered in the Coaches Handbook, 
Parent Handbook or in our Bylaws, feel free to contact your Division Coordinator or other 
Board Member if Division Coordinator is not available.

Annual Picnic

1. Details for time and place will be announced.  Usually the championship game day.
2. Participation certificates are given out to all players by their coaches (T-ball coaches 
give out medallions.) 
3. Each coach should select player deserving of team sportsmanship award and send 
name to division coordinator.

GOOD SPORT CRITERIA 
Helps other players
Always tries hard
Displays enthusiasm and team spirit
Sets a good example
Plays fair at all times
Is a graceful loser
Doesn’t argue with umpires
Is polite and courteous
Always does what team manager asks
Is a good team player

4. Picnic is free and all of our little league community is invited. 
5. We ask parents to bring a dish or dessert to share.
6. Sponsors are given their appreciation plaques.
7. Volunteer awards are also given.  We gladly accept any recommendations that you 
have.

End of Season Business

1. All Star Nominations must be submitted by the announced deadline.
2. All-Star Selection Meeting must be attended by Head Coach or Assistant if he/she is 
unable to attend.  Only one coach is allowed to attend this meeting. 
3. Returning equipment date and time will be announced.  Please make every effort to 
return your equipment on the given date.  If you cannot make it you must return on the 
convenience of the equipment coordinator.
4. Let the equipment coordinator know if any equipment needs to be replaced.
5. Make sure all your statistics are up to date.
6. Consider having a team picnic of some sort.  If you want to use the fields, contact the 
scheduling coordinator for availability.
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All-Star Nominations and Selection

See LCLL Bylaws.  It will be in this handbook as well as on our website.

Play-Off Tournament

Play-off games between Lebanon teams occur after the regular season for minor and major 
divisions.

Pairings are as follows (standings based on in town game record):
1st vs. 4th 
2nd vs. 3rd

Winners play each other for division championship. If time allows, a consolation game will be 
played between the two first round losing teams.
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Lebanon Little League All-Star Nomination Form

Division:                                                                   

Team Name:                                                               

Manager:                                                                    

1. Player Name:                                                    Birthdate:                                      
Positions Played:  1.                     2.                         3.                         4.                       

Offensive Statistics:  AVG                       OBP                    1B                       2B                      

3B                         HR                      Walks             SB                     

Attitude: Great Good Needs Work
Availability Issues:                                                                               

Comments:                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                                                      

2. Player Name:                                                    Birthdate:                                      

Positions Played:  1.                     2.                         3.                         4.                       

Offensive Statistics:  AVG                       OBP                    1B                       2B                      

3B                         HR                      Walks             SB                     

Attitude: Great Good Needs Work
Availability Issues:                                                                               

Comments:                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                                                      

3. Player Name:                                                    Birthdate:                                      
Positions Played:  1.                     2.                         3.                         4.                       

Offensive Statistics:  AVG                       OBP                    1B                       2B                      

3B                         HR                      Walks             SB                     

Attitude: Great Good Needs Work
Availability Issues:                                                                               

Comments:                                                                                                                                                                   
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4. Player Name:                                                    Birthdate:                                      
Positions Played:  1.                     2.                         3.                         4.                       

Offensive Statistics:  AVG                       OBP                    1B                       2B                      

3B                         HR                      Walks             SB                     

Attitude: Great Good Needs Work
Availability Issues:                                                                               

Comments:                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                                                      

5. Player Name:                                                    Birthdate:                                      
Positions Played:  1.                     2.                         3.                         4.                       

Offensive Statistics:  AVG                       OBP                    1B                       2B                      

3B                         HR                      Walks             SB                     

Attitude: Great Good Needs Work
Availability Issues:                                                                               

Comments:                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                                                      

6. Player Name:                                                    Birthdate:                                      
Positions Played:  1.                     2.                         3.                         4.                       

Offensive Statistics:  AVG                       OBP                    1B                       2B                      

3B                         HR                      Walks             SB                     

Attitude: Great Good Needs Work
Availability Issues:                                                                               

Comments:                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                                                      

Additional Comments:                                                                                                                                             
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Manager Signature:                                                                         Date:                                

Lebanon CT Little League Complaint Form

Date complaint filed:                                                                                    
Name of person making complaint:                                                           
Address, City, State, Zip:                                                                             
Email Address:                                                                                              
Phone/Cell Phone:                                                                                        
Date of Incident:                                                                                            
Person complaint is in reference:                                                             

Description of Incident: 

Signature (required):

Administration Only:
Date Received:
Received by:
Action Taken:

Date Board notified:
Further action taken:
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Pitch Count Log Form
Team Name:                                                 

Coaches Name:                                            

Game Date:                                                    

Pitcher Innings Game Pitch Totals Total

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

Signatures: Home Coach: Away Coach: Umpire:
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